**Leaf Skimmers**

**ITEM NO.: 90206**
- Leaf skimmer with 5 section poles (1.2m) to save container space

**ITEM NO.: 90201**
- Leaf rake

**ITEM NO.: 90202**
- Leaf skimmer

**ITEM NO.: 90220**
- Two pieces leaf rake

**ITEM NO.: 90221**
- Two pieces leaf skimmer
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**ITEM NO.: 90222**
- Commercial leaf rake

**ITEM NO.: 90223**
- Commercial leaf skimmer

**ITEM NO.: 90226**
- Budget priced leaf skimmer

**ITEM NO.: 90227**
- Leaf skimmer with magnet

**ITEM NO.: 90230**
- Deluxe pro-series deep leaf skimmer

**ITEM NO.: 90231**
- Deluxe pro-series leaf skimmer
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**ITEM NO.: 90232**  
- Fine mesh leaf skimmer

**ITEM NO.: 90242**  
- Ultra deep leaf skimmer

**ITEM NO.: 90243**  
- Deluxe pro-series deep leaf skimmer with alu. frame and handle

**ITEM NO.: 90265**  
- Big deep leaf skimmer with alu. frame and handle

**ITEM NO.: 90266**  
- Big deluxe heavy-duty leaf skimmer with alu. frame and handle
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ITEM NO.: 90287
- Deluxe heavy duty leaf skimmer with alu. frame and handle

ITEM NO.: 90272
- Aluminum frame leaf rake with Australian style handle

ITEM NO.: 90271
- Deluxe pro-series leaf skimmer-Australian style handle

ITEM NO.: 90270
- Deluxe pro-series deep leaf skimmer-Australian style handle

ITEM NO.: 90273
- Aluminum frame leaf skimmer with Australian style handle